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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present the impact of time-delay attacks in cyber-physical energy systems. The evaluation is performed in a real-time co-simulation environment that captures the interdependency between the system’s cyber and physical models.
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• Security and privacy → Network security; Systems security;
• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems.
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1 DEMO SETUP DESCRIPTION

The pursuit of more efficient and resilient electric power systems has ushered a shift towards more distributed architectures. Information and communication technologies, alongside grid-connected devices, can realize these goals albeit they increase the system’s threat surface. Performing cybersecurity studies on actual power systems is infeasible due to high deployment costs and operational risks. Simulation testbeds of cyberphysical systems (CPSs) arise as ideal candidates for generating and evaluating holistically high-fidelity models of such complex CPS architectures.

The evaluation of attacks’ impact on CPS testbeds may involve two or more simulation (co-simulation) environments that allow more comprehensive and accurate results. Co-simulation techniques are effective for evaluating the impact of different scenarios such as cyberattacks and control schemes [2]. In this demo, we evaluate the impact of time-delay attacks (TDAs), defined as a type of time-based attack that could destabilize system operations by delaying real-time control commands or data measurements. Despite TDAs being performed at the cyber (communication) system layer of the CPS, they can significantly affect the operation of the physical grid. Our setup involves a real-time co-simulation testbed demonstrating the impact of such TDAs in a microgrid system.

Figure 1 demonstrates the co-simulation setup used in this study to evaluate the impact of a 2-secs TDA. The microgrid is composed of one conventional generator (G), one energy storage (ES) system, a point-of-common-coupling (PCC) microgrid controller interfaced with the main grid, and three loads: L1 is a sheddable load, L2 is a critical load, and L3 is a regular load. Each of these nodes is mapped to cyber layer nodes that represents a master (PCC), or outstation (Others) device communicating via DNP3 protocol. To evaluate the impact of the TDA, the physical layer of the microgrid is modeled using a real-time simulator (Opal-RT), and the cyber layer is modeled using the ExataCPS emulator. The graphs shown in Figure 1 depict a comparison between the normal operation of a load shedding mechanism vs. a 2-secs TDA implemented as an attack on the load-shed controller of the microgrid. In these scenarios, the microgrid performs an islanding operation at \( t = 10 \) secs, and due to insufficient generation, the microgrid controller sends a load shedding command to L1. As demonstrated in the graphs, in the TDA scenario, the load shedding command is delayed 2-secs causing the frequency of the microgrid to decrease below 59.5 Hz [1].
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